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**Book Review**

**Dogosaurus Rex**

Ben visits the animal shelter with his mom and can’t seem to find the right dog - that is, until he sees Sadie. In some ways Sadie is a typical dog. She sits, fetches, and plays with Ben. Sadie is much bigger than other pets and soon begins to cause trouble within the community. But when Sadie saves the day, everyone comes to love her as much as Ben does. Dogosaurus Rex is a darling story that helps kids imagine what it would be like to have a dinosaur for a pet.

Dogosaurus Rex is a hilarious story about one boy’s search for the perfect dog. This book could be used to talk about the different pets children have. Children can compare and contrast their pet with what Sadie does throughout the story. Additionally, this book serves as a starting point for children to think about what they would have as a pet if they could have any animal in the world! Even though Sadie causes trouble, she also helps to solve problems for various members of the community. Dogosaurus Rex is a story pet-loving children will enjoy!
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